Clinical evaluation of transfusion of prestorage-leukoreduced apheresis platelets.
With increased use of platelet concentrate (PC) in recent years, adverse reactions to PC transfusion have received much clinical attention. Most of these reactions stem from white blood cells (WBC) contaminating the transfused PC. Several are thought to be preventable by removing WBC before PC storage. We routinely filtered apheresis PC either during collection or immediately afterwards and monitored various indicators of platelet quality during storage. After transfusion to patients, transfusion efficacy and the type, severity, and frequency of posttransfusion side effects were compared with those of a control group in which PC was filtered at the bedside. Prestorage-filtered PC contained an average of 3.1+/-0.7 x 10(11) platelets and 0.9+/-1.2 x 10(6) contaminating leukocytes. Measurement of platelet function and metabolic indicators revealed normal values throughout the storage period. CD62 measurement revealed no undue platelet activation after filtration or during the storage period. Cytokine, histamine, bradykinin, and complement levels showed no significant increase after filtration or during storage. Transfusion efficacy and overall side effect incidence rates were similar for the prestorage- and bedside-filtered groups, but reactions of the bedside-filtered group included serious reactions such as breathing difficulties and shock. No serious reactions were noted in the prestorage-filtered group. Filtering PC before storage has no adverse effect on PC quality and may reduce the severity of post transfusion side effects.